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In 2012 the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider collided uranium-uranium ions with a particle energy of
96.4 GeV=nucleon and copper-gold (Cu-Au) ions at 100 GeV=nucleon for the first time. 3-dimensional
stochastic cooling became operational for the first time and greatly enhanced the luminosity. Together with
a new lattice configuration, we achieved a burn-off dominated uranium beam lifetime at physics stores. In
the asymmetric Cu-Au collision, we observed an increased Cu beam loss stemming from different
intrabeam-scattering and cooling rates between the Au and Cu ion bunches. By intentionally slowing down
the cooling rate for the Au beam at the beginning of store, we reduced the Cu beam loss and maximized the
integrated luminosity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory consists of two super-
conducting rings. They intersect horizontally at 6 sym-
metric interaction points (IPs) along a circumference of
3.8 km. Currently the two beams collide at IP6 (STAR
detector) and IP8 (PHENIX detector). RHIC is capable of
colliding heavy ions and polarized protons. Before 2012,
RHIC had collided gold-gold (Au-Au), deuteron-gold
(d-Au), copper-copper (Cu-Cu) ions, and polarized protons
(p-p) at different energies [1,2].
In 2012 we collided uranium-uranium (U-U) ions with a

particle energy of 96.4 GeV=nucleon and copper-gold
(Cu-Au) ions at 100 GeV=nucleon for the first time. The
first high energy U-U collisions in RHIC were enabled by
the versatile new Electron-Beam Ion Source (EBIS) [3–5].
EBIS can produce beams of essentially any ion species and
can switch rapidly between two different species. In the
previous RHIC ion runs, ions were provided by the Tandem
preinjector [6].
Intra-beam scattering (IBS) [7–11] is the main limiting

factor to the luminosity in the RHIC heavy ion runs. IBS
increases the bunch length and blows up transverse beam
sizes, and therefore reduces the beam and luminosity
lifetimes [12–15]. To counteract IBS, stochastic cooling
had been developed and implemented in the past few years
[16–20]. In 2012, by adding the horizontal plane,
3-dimensional (3-d) stochastic cooling became operational
for the first time in RHIC.

The luminosity was greatly enhanced with 3-d stochastic
cooling [21–25]. For an example, in the 2012 U-U
operation, the peak luminosity was 3 times the initial
one at the beginning of store, which was observed for the
first time in a collider. Together with a new lattice
configuration, the particle loss was nearly entirely caused
by the luminosity burn-off, which was also observed for the
first time in a collider.
In the following, we first briefly review IBS, stochastic

cooling, and lattice and beam parameters in the RHIC ion
runs. Then we analyze the mechanisms for the nonlumi-
nous beam loss in the previous Au-Au runs and conclude
that it is mainly due to a limited off-momentum dynamic
aperture. In 2012 we adopted a new lattice configuration
which provides a large off-momentum dynamic aperture
and achieved a burn-off dominated U beam lifetime at
physics stores. Next we analyze the causes for a large Cu
beam loss observed at the beginning of store in the
asymmetric Cu-Au operation and conclude that it is due
to beam-beam interaction with different beam sizes at the
collisional points stemming from different IBS and cooling
rates between the Au and Cu ion beams. By intentionally
slowing down the cooling rate for the Au beam, we reduced
the Cu beam loss and maximized the store length and
integrated luminosity.

II. RHIC HEAVY ION RUNS

A. IBS

Coulomb scattering between charged particles in a stored
beam results in an exchange of energy between different
degrees of freedom. Two scattering regimes are considered:
Touschek effect is large-angle scatterings which transfers a
small transverse momentum into a large longitudinal
momentum and causes particle loss out of RF buckets,
IBS is multiple small-angle scatterings which leads to a
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diffusion process and causes particle distribution changes
in all three dimensions.
For a relativistic circular accelerator like RHIC, the

longitudinal temperature is much smaller than the trans-
verse one in the beam frame. If the vertical dispersion is
neglected, the emittance growth rates due to IBS can be
calculated with [7]
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where ϵx;y are the unnormalized rms transverse emittances,
σx;y;z the transverse and longitudinal rms bunch sizes, σp
the rms relative momentum spread. Ni is the particle
population per bunch or bunch intensity, ri the classic
radius of ions, γ relativistic factor, c speed of light, and βc
the particle velocity. Lc is Coulomb logarithm, whose
average along the ring is 21.8 for the RHIC ion runs.
In Eq. (1), we used following definitions:
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where Ax ¼ ðD2
x þ ðβxΦxÞ2Þ=βx, Φx ¼ D0

x þ ðαxDxÞ=βx,
βx;y and αx;y Twiss parameters, Dx and D0

x the horizontal
dispersion and its derivative. RDðx; y; zÞ the symmetric
elliptic integral of the second kind, r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2 þ z2

p
,

x; y; z ≥ 0.
For an ultrarelativistic machine, considering that

βx;y=γ2 ≪ 1, the vertical emittance growth directly from
IBS can be neglected. However, the vertical emittance
growth can be coupled from the horizontal plane through
betatron coupling. In the RHIC operation, we observed
similar horizontal and vertical emittance growth rates. For
the 100 GeVAu-Au operation, the longitudinal growth time
τjj, with τ−1jj ¼ 1

σ2p

dσ2p
dt , is about 0.3 hour at the beginning of

store. The transverse emittance growth times τx;y, with
τ−1x;y ¼ 1

ϵx;y

dϵx;y
dt , are about 0.8 hours with full coupling.

B. Stochastic cooling

To counteract IBS effects, we have been implementing
stochastic cooling in the RHIC rings in the past few years.
Stochastic cooling was invented by Simon van der Meer
[17] and was demonstrated at the CERN ISR and ICE
(Initial Cooling Experiment). A complete theory of cooling
unbunched beams was developed and applied at CERN and
Fermilab. Bunched beam cooling was demonstrated in ICE
and has been observed in several rings designed for
coasting beam cooling.
Operational longitudinal cooling of high energy bunched

ion beam was first achieved in the 2007 RHIC 100 GeV
Au-Au run. In 2011, the vertical cooling was implemented.
Through betatron coupling, both transverse emittances
were cooled. In 2012, by adding the horizontal plane, full
3-dimensional stochastic cooling became operational for
the first time in RHIC [18–20].
A simple but useful estimate of stochastic cooling

rate is [16]

1

ϵ

dϵ
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¼ −
W
Ni
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where ϵ is the transverse beam emittances or σ2p, W the
system’s band width, and g the cooling gain. M and U are
the mixing factor and the ratio of electronic noise power to
the average Schottky power density. From Eq. (8), the
stochastic cooling rate is inversely proportional to the
bunch intensity Ni.
The ions are injected into RHIC at 10 GeV=nucleon

and are accelerated to the top energy of about
100 GeV=nucleon with 28 MHz RF cavities and harmonic
number 360. We fill 111 bunches, one bunch every 3 RF
buckets, in each ring and leave a gap for the beam abort.
After reaching the top energy, to generate short bunches,
we carry out RF rebucketing from the 28 MHz RF system
to a 197 MHz RF system and then bring the two beams into
collision. At physics stores, 300 kV 28 MHz and 3 MV RF
voltages are used.

C. IBS-suppression lattice

Before the transverse stochastic cooling became opera-
tional in RHIC, we explored a way to reduce the transverse
IBS growth rates by reducing Ax in Eq. (5) [14]. We
intentionally increased the phase advances of FODO cells
and reduced the horizontal dispersion Dx in the arcs. These
IBS-suppression lattices have integer tunes (31,32), which
are 3 units higher than the original RHIC design integer
tunes (28, 29). For both lattices, the fractional tunes are
(0.23,0.22). We refer to the lattices with the original design
integer tunes as the“standard” lattices.
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Table I shows the lattice parameters based on off-line
optics models for both lattices. ΔΦFODO is the phase
advance per FODO cell, αp the momentum compaction

factor. ξð1Þx;y and ξð2Þx;y are the first and second order chroma-
ticities. For comparison, β�s at IP6 and IP8 are set to 0.7 m
for both lattices. The IBS-suppression lattice was

experimentally tested in the 2007, and used in the
Yellow ring with Au ion beam in the 2008 d-Au run,
and in both rings in the 2010 and 2011 Au-Au runs. Both
numeric simulations and beam experiments showed that the
IBS-suppression lattices reduced the transverse emittance
growth rate by 30% [14,15].
In the 2011 100 GeV Au-Au run, with the IBS-

suppression lattices, two dedicated fills (one after another)
were used for comparison without cooling and with
longitudinal and vertical cooling. Figure 1 shows the
averaged bunch intensities, normalized transverse rms
emittances, rms bunch lengths, and luminosities. The bunch
lengths are for the central bunch. Satellite bunches emerged
on both sides of the central one throughout the store. From
Fig. 1, longitudinal and vertical cooling reduced bunch
length and transverse emittance, and improved the beam
and luminosity lifetimes. The integrated luminosity per
store was almost doubled with longitudinal and vertical
cooling.

D. Beam parameters in 2012 run

Table II lists parameters of ions used in the 2012 RHIC
ion run. The typical U ion bunch intensity in RHIC was
0.3 × 109, which was half of its projection. The lower U ion
bunch intensity was due to the lower intensities from the
preinjector and the lower than expected foil stripping and
ion transfer efficiencies. To increase the bunch intensity,
double bunch merging was implemented in both the
Booster and AGS. Double bunch merging became
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FIG. 1. Comparison of two fills in 2011 100 GeVAu-Au run, one without cooling and one with longitudinal and vertical cooling.
Top-left: bunch intensities. Top-right: rms bunch lengths of central bunch. Bottom-left: transverse emittances. Bottom-right:
luminosities at IP8 from Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDCs). This comparison was made with IBS-suppression lattices.

TABLE I. Optics parameters of the IBS-suppression and the
standard lattices for the RHIC ion runs.

Parameter
IBS-suppression

Lattices Standard Lattices

Both rings:
β�s at IP6 and IP8 0.7 m
ðQx;QyÞ (31.23, 32.22) (28.23, 29.22)

ΔΦFODO ∼95° ∼84°
hβ1=2x i 6.0 6.7
hAxi 1.73 m 2.42 m
αp 0.00144 0.00184

Blue ring:
uncorrected ξð1Þx;y ð−102;−98Þ ð−91;−90Þ
corrected ξð1Þx;y (1, 1)
ξð2Þx;y with corrected ξð1Þx;y ð−4800;−900Þ (2500, 1200)

Yellow ring:

uncorrected ξð1Þx;y ð−101;−99Þ ð−92;−90Þ
corrected ξð1Þx;y (1, 1)

ξð2Þx;y with corrected ξð1Þx;y (3900, 1900) (−1300, 1000)
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operational two days before the end of the U-U run and was
used in the whole following Cu-Au run.
Through the course of the Cu-Au run, the Cu bunch

intensity was doubled and the Au bunch intensity increased
by 50%. The Cu and Au bunch intensities reached
4.0 × 109 and 1.3 × 109 at the end of the Cu-Au run.
With 3-d cooling at store, we tolerated emittance blow-up
during acceleration until the bunch intensity limit at
transition was reached [26–29].
In the following, we only use normalized transverse

emittance ϵn, ϵn ¼ γϵ. The typical initial normalized trans-
verse rms emittance for the U beam was 1.5 μm. Both the
longitudinal and transverse emittances for Cu and Au beam
increased with the bunch intensities due to double bunch
merges. For an example, with a bunch intensity 4.0 × 109,
the Cu beam’s emittance could reach 3.5 μm.
We adopted the standard lattices with β� ¼ 0.7 m at IP6

and IP8 for both the U-U and Cu-Au operation. The reason
to switch back to the standard lattices will be explained in
the next session. Standard lattices with β� ¼ 0.7 m were
not operated before 2012. The β�s at the noncollisional IPs
were 5 m. The operational fractional tunes are (0.235, 0.23)
for the Blue ring and (0.229, 0.226) for the Yellow ring.

III. BURN-OFF DOMINATED BEAM LIFETIME
IN THE U-U OPERATION

A. Nonluminous particle loss

Nonluminous particle loss had been always observed at
physics stores in the RHIC ion runs before 2012, especially
with the IBS-suppression lattices in 2010 and 2011 [30,31].
We define the instantaneous total beam loss rate τ−1tot ðtÞ as

τ−1tot ðtÞ ¼ −
1

Ntot;iðtÞ
dNtot;iðtÞ

dt
: ð9Þ

τtot is the beam lifetime in units of hours, Ntot;i the total
beam intensity. In this article, the beam loss rate is given in
units of %/hour.
Figure 2 shows the beam loss rate and burn-off con-

tribution in the Yellow ring for the fill with cooling in
Fig. 1. The burn-off caused beam loss rate is calculated
with

τ−1burn-offðtÞ ¼
ðLIP6ðtÞ þ LIP8ðtÞÞσcoll

Ntot;iðtÞ
; ð10Þ

where σcoll is the total cross section of ion collision, LIP6;IP8
the instantaneous luminosities from the two detectors at IP6
and IP8. The analytically calculated total cross-section for
the 100 GeV=nucleon Au-Au ion collision is 218.46 b
[32], which is used for the burn-off calculation in this
article.
In Fig. 2, the total beam loss rate exceeded 15%/hour at

the beginning of store and decreased to 5%/hour at the end
of store. The burn-off contributed beam loss rate stayed
around 5%/hour to 4%/hour throughout the store. The
nonluminous beam loss rate reached 10%/hour at the
beginning and about 1%/hour at the end of store.
Integrating over the whole store, the nonluminous beam
loss accounts for 46% of the total beam loss.
Nonluminous beam loss reduces beam and luminosity

lifetimes and therefore should be minimized. The causes for
nonluminous beam loss include: (i) beam-gas interaction,
(ii) Touschek effect and IBS, (iii) beam-beam interaction,
(iv) dynamic aperture, and so on. The first two candidates
are not related to collision. In operation, without RF
rebucketing and collision, the beam loss rate at the top
energy could reach 0.7%/hour with a low Au ion bunch
intensity 0.3 × 109 and 1.2%/hour with a normal bunch
intensity 1.3 × 109. Therefore, beam-gas interaction,
Touschek effect and IBS are not the causes for the large
nonluminous beam loss.
In Appendix A, we recalculate the ion beam lifetime and

emittance growth due to beam-gas interaction with current
RHIC vacuum parameters. The dominant beam-gas inter-
action leading to ion beam loss is the inelastic nuclear
collision between the nuclei of ions and gas atoms. For
100 GeV=nucleon Au ion beam, the beam loss rate due to
inelastic nuclear collision is estimated as 0.6%/hour. The
dominant beam-gas interaction leading to ion beam emit-
tance growth is the multiple elastic Coulomb scatterings

TABLE II. Ion and beam parameters in the 2012 ion run.

Ion Species

Parameter Symbol Unit U Cu Au

Mass number A � � � 238 63 197
Charge state Z � � � 92 29 79
Energy E GeV=nucleon 96.4 100 100
Bunch Intensity Ni 109 0.3 4.0 1.3
Emittances ϵn μm 1.5 3.5 2.5
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FIG. 2. One example of nonluminous beam loss of the Au beam
with longitudinal and vertical cooling in the Yellow ring in the
2011 100 GeV Au-Au run.
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between the nuclei of ions and gas atoms, which can be
neglected compared to the IBS contribution.
Beam-beam interaction generates beam-beam tune

spread and nonlinear beam-beam resonance driving terms.
For the 100 GeV=nucleon Au-Au collision, with a typical
Au ion bunch intensity 1.3 × 109 at the beginning of store,
the beam-beam parameter with 2 collisions per turn was
0.005. After the Au beam was cooled down, it only reached
0.006 since the bunch intensity decreased. Experimentally,
with collision but without RF rebucketing, the beam loss
rate was about 5%/hour at the beginning of store, which
was mainly from the burn-off contribution. Numeric
simulation also shows that beam-beam interaction below
0.006 does not reduce the dynamic aperture if the fractional
tunes are away from the 9th order resonance at 2=9.
In operation, with RF rebucketing but without collision,

we observed a large beam loss which could be more than
10%/hour. Therefore, the observed large nonluminous beam
loss was related to RF rebucketing. RF rebucketing reduces
the bunch length but increases the momentum spread. With a
typical longitudinal emittance 1.0 eV · s=nucleon, the rela-
tive momentum spread of particles is 0.6 × 10−3 before
rebucketing. After rebucketing, it increases to 1.7 × 10−3.
The observed large nonluminous beam loss with RF
rebucketing indicates a small off-momentum dynamic
aperture.

B. Longitudinal particle motion

Figure 3 shows the longitudinal phase space with
0.3 MV 28 MHz and 3 MV 197 MHz RF voltages. The
relative momentum acceptance is 1.4 × 10−3 for the central
197MHz RF bucket and 1.8 × 10−3 for the dual RF system.
RHIC longitudinal stochastic cooling is based on the
197 MHz RF system. Its longitudinal acceptance is
1.8 × 10−3. Particles can be cooled in the nearest bucket.
Figure 4 shows the measured longitudinal bunch pro-

files: (i) without rebucketing, (ii) right after rebucketing,
and (iii) with cooling for 2 hours for a same fill in 2011.

The longitudinal and vertical cooling was on from the
beginning of store. The longitudinal bunch profiles were
measured with the wall current monitors. The vertical axis
in Fig. 4 is line current.
After RF rebucketing, not all the particles were captured

into the central bucket, as shown by the green curve.
Particles out of the central bucket have a relative momen-
tum deviation larger than 1.4 × 10−3. If the off-momentum
dynamic aperture is not big enough, some of them will get
lost in the transverse plane. They actually contributed to the
large nonluminous beam loss at the beginning of store, as
shown in Fig. 2. Longitudinal cooling could not save the
early particle loss due to its finite cooling time.
With longitudinal cooling on, there were still particles

leaking out of the central RF bucket, as shown by the blue
curve in Fig. 4. These particles also have a relative
momentum deviation larger than 1.4 × 10−3. Some
of them were cooled into the adjacent buckets and formed
the satellite bunches. Some of them with a larger off-
momentum deviation were lost. We did not observe
unbunched beam with longitudinal cooling on. The non-
luminous beam loss should take place in the transverse
plane due to a limited off-momentum dynamic aperture.
Here we calculate the loss rate of particles which leaked

out of the central RF bucket but did not get into the satellite
buckets. Figure 5 shows the result, compared with the
nonluminous beam loss rate. The same fill as in Fig. 2 was
used. The percentage loss rate is with respect to the bunch
intensity. The numbers of particles in the central and
satellite buckets were calculated with the longitudinal
bunch profiles. Burn-off caused particle population
changes to the central and satellite bunches are also taken
into account. Figure 5 shows a good agreement between the
loss rate from particles leaking out of the central bucket but
not getting into the satellite buckets and the observed
nonluminous particle loss rate.
There are two processes which can move particles

out of the central RF bucket: Touschek effect and IBS.
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Considering that particles filled up the whole central RF
bucket, both processes can be important. In Appendix B,
we calculated the contribution from Touschek effect.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution, we numerically calcu-
lated the particle leakage rate from the central bucket due to
Touchek effect to be 3.7%/hour at the beginning of store.
With a total particle leakage rate of 20%/hour from the
central bucket, IBS is the main reason to move the particles
out of the central bucket. After 2.5 hours into store when
the Au beam was cooled down, the particle leakage rate
from the central bucket due to Touschek effect increased to
5.4%/hour. With a total leakage rate of 6.5%/hour,
Touschek effect became the main reason to move particles
out of the central bucket.
Numeric simulation with IBS and stochastic cooling has

been performed to benchmark the beam sizes and to model
the luminosity evolution [33]. We slice each bunch longi-
tudinally and calculate each slice’s IBS growth rates using
the formulas for coasting beam. The kicks to macroparticles
are randomly assigned. Simulation reproduces the observed
longitudinal bunch profiles without cooling. Figure 6
shows the bunch profiles with longitudinal cooling from

simulation, compared to the measurements. There are less
particles in the satellite buckets from the measurements
than the simulation, which hints that there are particles
leaking out of the central bucket but not getting into the
satellite ones. Currently the simulation code does not
include off-momentum dynamic aperture and Touschek
effect.

C. Off-momentum dynamic aperture

Here we calculate the off-momentum dynamic apertures
of IBS-suppression lattices and compare them to the
standard lattices. In this study, particles are tracked
element-by-element up to 106 turns [34]. The nonlinear
field errors in the superconducting magnets in the inter-
action regions are included. Before tracking, the fractional
tunes are set to (0.235, 0.23), and the first order chroma-
ticities are set to (1,1). For each case, we search the
dynamic aperture in 10 equally spaced phase angles in
the first quadrant of the ðx=σx; y=σyÞ plane. We only focus
on the minimum dynamic apertures for different tracking
conditions. The dynamic aperture is given in units of
transverse rms beam size. The initial relative momentum
deviation dp=p0 of particles varies from 0 up to 1.8 × 10−3

with a step size of 0.2 × 10−3.
Second order chromaticity correction to each lattice is

implemented in simulation. Several correction methods and
optimization algorithms were used to minimize the second
order chromaticities and geometric resonance driving terms
[35–40]. For an example, for each arc, we can increase the
strength of one focusing or defocusing subfamily and
reduce the strength of the other focusing or defocusing
subfamily at the same time by the same amount. By doing
so, the second order chromaticites can be minimized while
the first order chromaticity is kept almost unchanged.
Polarity reversals of sextupoles and very large or very
small correction strengths are also avoided. With this
method and moderate correction strengths, in simulation
we could correct the second order chromaticities of the IBS
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suppression lattices down below 500 for the Blue ring and
down below 1500 for the Yellow ring.
Figure 7 shows the calculated off-momentum dynamic

aperture versus the initial relative momentum deviation
dp=p0 for the IBS-suppression lattices without and with
the second order chromaticity correction. Without correc-
tion, the off-momentum dynamic apertures are only 2.4 σ
for the Blue ring and 2.2 σ for the Yellow ring at
dp=p0 ¼ 1.8 × 10−3, which caused a large nonluminous
beam loss as discussed above. With second order chroma-
ticity correction, the off-momentum dynamic aperture is
increased to 4.1 σ for the Blue ring and to 4.9 σ for the
Yellow ring. In this simulation, the second order

chromaticity correction in the Blue ring puts the strengths
of some focusing sextupoles close to zero, which may be a
concern for the real operation.
Then we reexamined the off-momentum dynamic aper-

ture for the standard lattices with the same β� ¼ 0.7 m.
Figure 8 compares the calculated off-momentum dynamic
apertures for the IBS-suppression and standard lattices.
Second order chromaticity corrections are not included
in this comparison. At dp=p0 ¼ 1.8 × 10−3, the off-
momentum dynamic apertures for the standard lattices
are 4.7 σ for the Blue ring and 4.3 σ for the Yellow ring,
respectively, which are more than 2 σ larger than those from
the IBS-suppression lattices. For the Blue ring, the standard
lattice even provides a larger off-momentum dynamic
aperture than the IBS lattice with second order chromaticity
correction.
Further second order chromaticity corrections to the

standard lattices had also been examined with multiple sex-
tupole families with different accelerator codes [34,41,42].
In the best case, the off-momentum dynamic aperture could
be further improved by 0.5 σ at dp=p0 ¼ 1.8 × 10−3.
However, the correction strengths from all these codes
require polarity reversals of some focusing sextupoles,
which is not practical in the real operation. The power
supplies of sextupoles in RHIC are all unipolar.

D. Observations in the 2012 U-U run

Based on the nonluminous beam loss observations
and off-line off-momentum dynamic aperture calculations,
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we decided to adopt the standard lattices with β� ¼ 0.7 m
for both U-U and Cu-Au runs in 2012. Another reason is
that with both transverse cooling available, it is not so
critical for a lattice to reduce the transverse IBS growth rate
rather than to provide a large off-momentum dynamic
aperture to reduce the nonluminous beam loss. Two
families of sextupoles for linear chromaticity correction
was used at the beginning of U-U run. Further chromaticity
correction with multiple families was not necessary as for
the nonluminous beam loss.
The typical U ion bunch intensity was 0.3 × 109, which

is 1=4 of the typical Au bunch intensity 1.3 × 109. As a
result, the IBS growth rate was smaller and the cooling time
was shorter for the U beam. The equilibrium between the
IBS and cooling could be reached with a smaller transverse
emittance. With a smaller transverse emittance, the uranium
ions had a better chance to survive in the transverse plane
during their migration from the central to the satellite
buckets.
Figure 9 shows the typical bunch intensities, rms bunch

lengths of the central bunch, rms transverse emittances, and
luminosities without cooling and with different combina-
tions of cooling. From Fig. 9, with 3-d cooling, the
transverse beam emittance was reduced by a factor of 5
in 1 hour at store, from 1.5 μm to 0.3 μm. The peak
luminosity was reached 1 hour into the store and was 3
times the initial one. The total beam-beam parameter
increased from 0.001 at the beginning of store to 0.0045
when the beam was cooled. No extra beam loss due to
beam-beam interaction was observed.
Figure 10 shows the total beam loss rate and burn-off

contribution. With the standard lattice which provides a
large off-momentum dynamic aperture, the particle loss
was nearly entirely from burn-off. The luminous beam loss
rate reached 10%/hour when the U beam was deeply
cooled. By fitting the beam loss rates against the sum of
luminosities at IP6 and IP8 for all qualified stores, we

experimentally measured the total collision cross section of
100 GeV=nucleon U-U collision, [32]

σmeas
tot ¼ ð515� 13stat � 22sysÞ b: ð11Þ

Compared to the analytically calculated total cross section
487.3 b, we concluded that nearly entire particle loss were
from luminosity burn-off. The dominant remaining non-
luminous particle loss was from beam-gas interaction.
Figures 11 and 12 show the bunch profile and luminosity

evolutions from simulation. In simulation, the initial dis-
tribution is assumed as Gaussian, which is slightly different
from the real one especially at the bunch tail. Simulation
largely reproduces the observed bunch profiles and lumi-
nosities throughout the whole store. Comparing to the
previous Au-Au operation with IBS-suppression lattices,
the difference between the simulated and measured bunch
profiles was reduced. This means that there was less loss of
particles during their migration from the central to satellite
buckets. The overshot luminosity from simulation at the
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beginning of store is related to the mismatched initial bunch
profile.

IV. BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION IN THE
ASYMMETRIC CU-AU OPERATION

A. Observations with full gain of 3-d cooling

At the beginning of 2012 asymmetric Cu-Au operation,
only with longitudinal and vertical cooling, we readily
observed that the Cu beam loss rate was higher than the
Au beam loss rate. The maximum Cu beam loss rate could
reach 10%/hour. After horizontal cooling was added, the
Cu beam loss rate was even larger and could reach
30%/hour. During the whole store, the Au beam loss
was below 5%/hour.
The top-left and top-right plots of Fig. 13 show the bunch

intensities and beam loss rates for one physics store with
3-d cooling. The initial bunch intensities were 2.3 × 109 for
the Cu beam and 0.8 × 109 for the Au beam. The Cu bunch
intensity drop fast between 1 to 4 hours into store and the
maximum beam decay reached 30%/hour. One feature is
that the Cu beam loss was much smaller at the beginning of
store and after 4 hours into store.
The burn-off contributions to the beam loss rates of Cu

and Au beams are calculated based on the analytically
calculated values of cross sections for the 100 GeV=
nucleon Cu-Au collision, 30 b for the Cu beam and
36 b for the Au beam [43]. The burn-off caused beam
loss rates were below 2.5%/hour for both beams during the

whole store. Burn-off cannot explain the large Cu beam
loss between 1 to 4 hours into store.
The bottom-left plot of Fig. 13 shows the measured

transverse rms emittances for both beams. The initial Cu
beam’s transverse emittance was 30% larger than the Au
beam’s. The emittance cooling rates were different for both
beams. It took about 1 hour to cool down the Au beam’s
transverse emittance to the equilibrium between IBS and
cooling, while the same process took about 3 hours for the
Cu beam. At the equilibrium, the transverse emittance for
the Cu beam was double that for the Au beam.

B. Different IBS and cooling rates

First we compare the IBS growth rates and stochastic
cooling rates for the Cu and Au beams. According to
Eq. (1), the IBS growth rate is proportional to Nir2i , with
ri ≈ Z2rp=A, for the same lattice and beam sizes. With the
typical bunch intensities of 4.0 × 109 for the Cu beam and
1.3 × 109 for the Au beam in the Cu-Au run,
Ni;Cu ≈ 3Ni;Au. Then we have

τ−1IBS;Cu ≈
1

2
τ−1IBS;Au: ð12Þ

Based on this, we normally injected the Cu bunches into
RHIC first to reduce the Au beam’s emittance growth from
IBS at injection.
The stochastic cooling rate is proportional to 1=Ni, and

we have
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τ−1cooling;Cu ≈
1

3
τ−1cooling;Au: ð13Þ

With different IBS growth and stochastic cooling rates for
the Cu and Au beams, we observed different Cu and Au
emittances throughout the store. With the same β�s at the
collisional IPs, different emittances result in different
transverse beam sizes at the collisional points.

C. Unbalanced beam-beam interaction

For ion collisions, the beam-beam parameter or the linear
incoherent beam-beam tune shift with 2 collisions per turn
for the weak beam is

ξ1 ¼ −
Ni;2rp
2πϵn;2

×
Z1Z2

A1

: ð14Þ

Here the subscript “1” represents the weak beam and “2”
the strong beam. Z and A are the charge state and mass
number of ions, rp the classical radius of proton. For our
study of beam-beam effects on the Cu ions, the Cu beam is
treated as the weak beam even though its bunch intensity is
higher, while the Au beam is the strong beam.
The bottom-right plot of Fig. 13 shows the calculated

beam-beam parameters for the same store. As the Au beam
was continuously cooled down in the first hour of store, the
beam-beam parameter for the Cu beam continuously
increased, from 0.004 up to 0.01. The beam-beam param-
eter for the Au beam remained at 0.003 throughout the
whole store.
In the following, we perform numeric simulations to

calculate the beam-beam effect on the Cu beam’s dynamic
aperture in the asymmetric Cu-Au collision. In this study,
we still track particles element-by-element up to 106 turns
[34]. The Cu and Au bunches collide at IP6 and IP8. 6-D
symplectic beam-beam interaction based on sychro-beam
mapping [44,45] is adopted. The initial momentum
deviation of the test Cu particles is set to 1.5 × 10−3.
The total voltages for the 28MHz and 197MHz RF cavities
are 0.3 MV and 3 MV, respectively.
First, we take the bunch intensities and beam emittances

from the above store as shown in Fig. 13. Figure 14 shows
the calculated Cu beam’s dynamic aperture in the first 4.5
hours into the store. The dynamic apertures are given in
units of the Cu beam’s rms transverse beam size. Since the
Cu beam’s emittance was changing during this period, the
actual value of 1 σ in units of mm also varied with time.
From Fig. 14, when the two beams were brought into

collision, the calculated dynamic aperture for the Cu ions is
5.5 σ. During the first hour at store, with the transverse
emittance of the Au beam continuously cooled down, the
dynamic aperture of the Cu beam was reduced. When the
Au beam was fully cooled, the dynamic aperture of the Cu
beam reached its lowest point at 4.7 σ. With the transverse
emittance of Cu beam continuously cooled down, the

dynamic aperture for the Cu beam began to recover. At
2.5 hours into the store, the calculated dynamic aperture
increased to 5.5 σ, which was comparable to that at the
beginning of store. However, from Fig. 13, the actual
recovery of Cu beam lifetime took a much longer time.
Then we calculate the dynamic aperture for the Cu beam

with different ratios of Cu and Au beam transverse emit-
tances. In this simulation, we assume that the Au bunch
intensity is 1.3 × 109. We scan the rms transverse emittances
of the Au beam from 0.5 μm to 1.5 μm. Three cases are
studied: (i) the Cu beam’s transverse emittance always equal
to the Au beam’s, (ii) the Cu beam’s transverse emittance
always 50% larger than the Au beam’s, and (iii) the Cu
beam’s transverse emittance always double the Au beam’s.
Figure 15 shows the results from this simulation.
From Fig. 15, the dynamic aperture drops sharply for all

three cases when the transverse emittance of the Au beam is
below 0.6 μm. With the transverse emittance of Au beam at
0.5 μm and a bunch intensity of 1.3 × 109, the beam-beam
parameter for the Cu beam is 0.023. The tunes of particles
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in the bunch core are pushed onto the 5th order betatron
resonance at 0.2 and the dynamic aperture is reduced for
all cases.
When the transverse emittance of the Au beam is larger

than 0.6 μm, the emittance matched case gives the highest
dynamic aperture around 5 σ. For the cases that the Cu
beam transverse emittance is larger than the Au beam’s, the
Cu beam’s dynamic aperture is reduced. The larger the
difference in the transverse emittances between the Cu
beam and Au beam, the smaller the Cu beam dynamic
aperture. For the case that the Cu beam transverse emittance
is double that of the Au beam, the Cu beam dynamic
aperture is only 3.5 σ.
We notice in Fig. 15 that the values of dynamic apertures

are not sensitive to the Au beam’s emittances when the
transverse emittance of the Au beam is larger than 0.6 μm.
This indicates that the dynamic aperture of the Cu beam is
not sensitive to the beam-beam parameter when it is less
than 0.019. The real reason for the large Cu beam loss is
that Cu ions sample more nonlinearities of the beam-beam
interaction force from the smaller sized Au beam.
We also study the effects of unbalanced beam-beam

interaction on particles in the satellite buckets. Simulation
results show that the dynamic apertures for the Cu ions in
the satellite buckets are also reduced when the Cu beam
emittance is much larger than the Au beam’s.

D. Maximizing integrated luminosity

The luminosity with different transverse beam sizes is
given by

L ¼ Ni;1Ni;2fc
2πðσ�21 þ σ�22Þ

¼ Ni;1Ni;2γfc
2πβ�ðϵn;1 þ ϵn;2Þ

; ð15Þ

where fc is the frequency of bunch collisions, σ�1;2 the
transverse beam sizes at the IPs, and ϵn;1;2 the normalized
transverse rms emittances. In Eq. (15), we assumed a round
Gaussian particle distribution and same β�s for both beams.
To achieve a high luminosity, we need to have larger
bunch intensities and smaller transverse beam sizes for
both beams.
In the Cu-Au run, the initial Cu beam emittance was

already 30% more than the Au beam’s. With maximum
gains of 3-d cooling for both rings, due to different cooling
rates, the difference in the transverse emittances and beam
sizes will be further increased. Further reduced Au beam’s
transverse beam size only slightly increases the instanta-
neous luminosity. On the other hand, the unbalanced beam-
beam interaction will cause a lot of Cu beam loss. For the
store shown above in Fig. 13, the Cu beam lost half of its
intensity when the Cu beam’s transverse emittance was
cooled down, which in return reduced the integrated
luminosity for the rest of the store.
To maximize the integrated luminosity, we should reduce

the Cu beam loss at the beginning of store when its
transverse emittance was not cooled down. Figure 16 shows
the beam parameters of one store during our first attempt.
To reduce the difference of transverse emittances between
the two beams, here we intentionally turned off the
horizontal cooling for the Au beam between 0.3 and 1.7
hours into store. The vertical cooling for the Au beam was
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kept on to slow down the transverse emittance growth from
IBS. For the Cu beam, full gain 3-d cooling was kept on for
the entire store.
During this period when the horizontal cooling of Au

beam was shut off, although the instantaneous luminosity
decreased, there was just a little intensity loss to the Cu
beam. The difference in the emittances of both beams was
continuously reduced. At 1.7 hours into the store, the
emittances were comparable and we turned on the hori-
zontal cooling for the Au beam. The luminosity began to
increase and reached the initial one at the beginning of
store. With full gains of 3-d cooling for both beams in the
rest of store, high luminosity lasted for the next several
hours. In this store, the beam-beam parameter for the Cu
beam was below 0.006. The Cu beam loss rate was below
6%/hour. Figure 17 compares the luminosities from above
two example fills without and with cooling rate adjustment.
The integrated luminosity per store increased by 74% with
cooling gain adjustment.
Besides temporarily turning off the horizontal cooling

for the Au beam, we also tested other ways to reduce the Cu
beam loss at the beginning of store. For an example, we
could adjust the transverse cooling rate for the Au beam by
temporarily switching off some channels of transverse
cooling to achieve smoother evolutions of emittances
and luminosity. There are 16 channels with different
frequencies for each plane of the RHIC transverse cooling
system. We also observed that reduced longitudinal cooling
rate could slow down the transverse cooling. By slowing
down the Au beam’s transverse cooling rate at the begin-
ning of store, we reduced the Cu beam loss at the beginning
of store and maximized the integrated luminosity. The Cu
beam loss rate could be controlled below 4%/hour during
the whole store. The store length was extended to 14 hours,
which is the longest store length in the RHIC heavy ion
runs to date.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we analyzed the mechanisms for the large
nonluminous beam loss observed in the previous RHIC
100 GeV Au-Au runs and conclude that it was mainly
caused by a limited off-momentum dynamic aperture. In
the 2012 ion run we adopted a new lattice configuration
which provides a large off-momentum dynamic aperture
and we achieved a burn-off dominated U beam lifetime at
physics stores in the 96.4 GeV U-U operation. In the
asymmetric 100 GeV Cu-Au operation, we observed a
large Cu beam loss at the beginning of store which was
caused by the unbalanced beam-beam interaction with
different beam sizes at the collisional points stemming
from different IBS and cooling rates between the Au and
Cu ion beams. By intentionally slowing down the cooling
rate for the Au beam, we reduced the Cu beam loss and
maximized the store length and integrated luminosity.
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APPENDIX A: BEAM-GAS INTERACTION’S
ROLE IN RHIC HEAVY ION RUNS

The ion beam lifetime and emittance growth due to the
interaction between the ions and the residual gas in the
RHIC heavy ion operation had been calculated in [46,47].
Here we recalculate them with the parameters of current
RHIC vacuum system and ion run lattices. In the normal
RHIC operation, 83% of the RHIC beam pipe is at 4.5 K
with a pressure of 0.01 nTorr and the rest at the room
temperature 300 K with a pressure of 0.5 nTorr. The warm
sections are mainly in the 6 interaction regions. The
residual gases are made of 100% He gas in the cold region
and 95% H2 and 5% CO in the warm region. The averaged
β function is 45 m in the warm section and 115 m in the
cold section.
Interactions between the stored ions and the residual gas

includes inelastic and elastic interactions. For the RHIC ion
operation with the particle energy at about 100 GeV=
nucleon, the most important interactions are the inelastic
nuclear collision and the elastic nuclear Coulomb scattering
between the nuclei of ions and gas atoms. The inelastic
nuclear collision causes ion loss, while the multiple elastic
nuclear Coulomb scattering causes ion beam emittance
growth.
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1. Inelastic nuclear collision

The cross section for the nuclear collision can be
estimated with [48]

σN ≃ πR2
N; ðA1Þ

with RN ¼ r0ðA1=3
i þ A1=3

t Þ, r0 ≃ 1.2 fm, Ai;t are the atom
mass numbers of the projectile ions and the target gas
atoms. The cross sections of nuclear collision between the
nuclei of Au ions and the residual gas atoms are in an order
of 10−24 cm−2.
For the RHIC 100 GeV Au-Au operation, the Au ion

beam lifetime due to the nuclear collision is 623 hours in
the warm section and 217 hours in the cold region. Overall,
the Au ion beam lifetime due to the inelastic nuclear
collision between the nuclei of ions and the gas atoms is
160 hours, or 0.6%/hour for the Au ion loss rate.

2. Elastic nuclear collision

The cross section of single elastic Coulomb scattering
between the nuclei of ions and the gas atoms is given by
Rutherford cross section. The averaged square of scattering
angle θ is [49]

hθ2i ¼ 2θ2min ln

�
θmax

θmin

�
¼ 4θ2min lnð204Z−1=3

t Þ; ðA2Þ

where θmin is the minimum scattering angle due to screen-
ing of electrons of the target atoms, θmax the maximum
scattering angle due to finite sizes of target nuclei, Zt the
atom number of the target atom. For the RHIC 100 GeV
Au-Au operation, θmin is in an order of 10−10 rad, θmax in an
order of 10−6 rad, and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hθ2i

p
in an order of 10−9. The rms

angle spread σx0 of the ion beam is in an order of 10−5 rad.
Therefore single elastic Coulomb scattering does not cause
ion beam loss.
The growth rate of the rms normalized emittance of the

ion beam due to multiple elastic Coulomb scattering between
the nuclei of ions and gas atoms is calculated with [50]

dϵn
dt

¼ 2πγihβintβic
�
2ZiZtrp
Aiβ

2
i γi

�
2

lnð204Z−1=3
t Þ; ðA3Þ

where βic and γi are the velocity and the relativistic factor of
the projectile ions, nt is the particle density of gas atoms. hβi
is the averaged β function along the ring.
For the 100 GeV RHIC Au-Au operation, the emittance

growth rate is 4.2 × 10−4 μm=hour in the warm region and
4.5 × 10−3 μm=hour in the cold region. Overall, the emit-
tance growth rate due to multiple elastic Coulomb scatter-
ing between the ion nuclei of ions and gas atoms is
4.9 × 10−3 μm=hour, or a growth rate of 0.2%/hour for
the normalized emittance. Compared to the IBS effect, the
emittance growth from beam-gas interaction can be
neglected.

APPENDIX B: TOUSCHEK EFFECT’S ROLE TO
MOVE IONS OUT OF THE CENTRAL BUCKET

For a bunch with a 3-d Gaussian distribution, the beam
loss rate due to Touschek effect can be calculated with
[7,51]

τ−1T ¼
�

r2i cβxβyσhNi

8
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π

p
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2
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− 1
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Here I0 is the modified Bessel function, ~Dx;y ¼ D0
x;yβx;y−

Dx;yβ
0
x;y=2, σxβ;yβ are the horizontal and vertical rms

betatron beam widths, Δpm the maximum stable momen-
tum deviation.
Equation (B1) assumes that the momentum spread of

particles is much smaller than the maximum momentum
acceptance δm. For the RHIC ion run, particles already fill
up the central 197 MHz RF bucket. Particles do not need to
have a relative momentum change larger than the central
bucket’s momentum acceptance 1.4 × 10−3 to get out of it.
However, we still can use Eq. (B1) to calculate the
possibility of particles with a relative momentum change
δm. Figure 18 shows the percentage of Au ions per hour
having a relative momentum change δm > 0, δm is scanned
from 5 × 10−5 to 1.4 × 10−3 with a step size of 5 × 10−5.
For a particle with relative momentum deviation δ > 0, it

will be moved out of the central bucket if its relative
momentum change due to Touschek effect is larger than
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(1.4 × 10−3 − δ). For a bunch with a Gaussian distribution,
the particle leakage rate from the central bucket due to
Touschek effect is

τ−1leakage ¼
Z

1.4×10−3

0

τ−1T ð1.4 × 10−3 − δÞρðδÞdδ: ðB7Þ

Here τ−1T ðδmÞ is the loss rate due to Touschek effect with a
maximum momentum acceptance δm. ρðδÞ is the 1-D
Gaussian distribution of relative momentum deviation.
The contribution from the particles with negative δs is
already included in Eq. (B7).
We assume the bunch’s rms relative momentum spread

to be 1=3 of the momentum acceptance of central bucket.
By numerically integrating Eq. (B7), we obtain the total
leakage rate due to Touschek effect about 3.7%/hour of the
total beam intensity at the beginning of store in the
100 GeV Au-Au operation. Considering a total leakage
rate of about 20%/hour out of the central bucket, Touschek
effect’s contribution is smaller than IBS. After 2.5 hours
into store, the Au beam was cooled down, the particle
leakage rate due to Touschek effect increased to 5.4%/hour.
With a total leakage rate of 6.5%/hour, Touschek effect
became the main source to move particles out of the central
RF bucket.
For the 96.4 GeV U-U operation in 2012, at the

beginning of store, with a bunch intensity 0.3 × 109 and
a transverse rms emittance 1.6 μm, the leakage rate from
the central RF bucket due to Touschek effect is 1.4%/hour.
With a total leakage rate of 10%/hour, IBS is the main
reason to move particles out of the central bucket. After the
U beam was cooled down at 1 hour into store, with a bunch
intensity 0.24 × 109 and a transverse rms emittance
0.33 μm, Touschek effect generates a leakage rate of
10.2%/hour and plays a much bigger role than IBS to
move particles out of the central bucket. After 3 hours into
store, the total particle leakage rate from the central buckets
decreases to 4%/hour.
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